
FUTURE AGILE
AI IS ON THE TEAM









The Only Question

where on the curve do you thinkwe are
?







3 LAWSfor Robots

A robotmay not harm humanity
or,by inaction,allow humanity to
come to harm.

A robot may not injurea human
beingor, through inaction, allow a
human beingto come to harm.

A robot must obey the orders given
to it by human beings,except
where such orders would conflict
with the First Law

A robot must protect its own
existence as long as such
protection does not conflict with
the First or Second Law

plus the zeroth



A human must use AI responsibly
to benefit humanity and promote
progress.

A human may not misuseAI to
harm others or allow it to be used
dangerously.

A human must respect AI'sethical
boundaries,prioritizingsafety and
societal benefit.

A human must foster a symbiotic
relationship with AI,ensuring long-
term well-being.
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Both Microsoft Office and Google Workspace are adding AI features
maximize your basic productivity by using

autoresponders and completers

Notion.io has significant AI features built in to to aid the writing of notes, copy text, transcripts
let the tools lift the organization of notes,

cross linking and list making

Chat GPT, let it help with everything from inspiration, structuring first drafts, drafting code, data translations
and feature construction, plug-ins to this will change the capability again (due imminently). Try using its

TL;DR function to summarize those lengthy reports.

The current multi-tool, it is however being
absorbed into other products

Generative Image Tools (such as dall-e or midjourney)
Visualize concepts, including UI/UX, to get to

the essence faster

All the video chat platforms have transcript and transcribe, teams and google chat will also be able to
summarise, take actions, send actions, and recap key points for non attendees into synopsis. Including

presented materials and the verbal conversations

Why are you taking notes rather than
participating?

Various Integrated development environments now have AI Pair Programmers included (co-pilot for
example)

for the cost of the subscription, 30 minutes a
week pays back, and it can triple productivity

of engineers

skillshare, linked in learning, udemy, youtube what is your re-education plan?








